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We demonstrate photothermally excited force modulation microscopy (PTE FMM) for mechanical

property characterization across a broad frequency range with an atomic force microscope (AFM).

Photothermal excitation allows for an AFM cantilever driving force that varies smoothly as a

function of drive frequency, thus avoiding the problem of spurious resonant vibrations that hinder

piezoelectric excitation schemes. A complication of PTE FMM is that the sub-resonance cantilever

vibration shape is fundamentally different compared to piezoelectric excitation. By directly meas-

uring the vibrational shape of the cantilever, we show that PTE FMM is an accurate nanomechanical

characterization method. PTE FMM is a pathway towards the characterization of frequency sensitive

specimens such as polymers and biomaterials with frequency range limited only by the resonance fre-

quency of the cantilever and the low frequency limit of the AFM.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935982]

The atomic force microscope (AFM) can provide nano-

scale, spatially resolved mechanical property information.

Usually, these measurements are performed at a single low

frequency in the Hertz range,1 or at a single high frequency

determined by the resonance of the AFM cantilever, which is

in the kHz to MHz range.2 Due to its inherently large band-

width, the AFM is well suited for nanometer-scale fre-

quency-dependent characterization.3,4 Such characterization

will benefit applications where stresses vary over large time

scales, while also providing a validation for property data

measured with traditional AFM methods at high frequencies.

Force modulation microscopy5 (FMM) is a sub-

resonance continuous contact AFM technique that relates the

cantilever vibration amplitude A to the tip-sample contact

stiffness k. For optical beam detection,6 A is the oscillation

amplitude of the photodiode voltage, which is predominantly

proportional to cantilever slope at the detection laser posi-

tion. The value of k can be measured at any f from the low-

frequency noise floor up to �10% of the first resonance of

the cantilever. Of current AFM techniques, FMM serves as a

promising starting point for characterization of frequency-

dependent nanomechanical properties and has had success in

characterizing frequency-dependent properties over fre-

quency ranges from Hz to kHz.3,7

A challenge with extending FMM into higher frequency

ranges is maintaining a constant or smoothly varying drive

force as a function of drive frequency. Acoustic excitation,8

where a piezoelectric element drives the base of the cantile-

ver or the base of the sample, tends to excite spurious

resonances.9,10 These spurious resonances can be reduced,

but not eliminated, with more-robust design of the sample or

cantilever mounting system.11 Nevertheless, methods that

apply a force directly to the cantilever, such as photothermal

excitation (PTE),12 avoid many of the problems associated

with acoustic excitation. PTE operates by focusing a second,

drive laser onto the cantilever, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Oscillating the power of the PTE drive laser results in cantile-

ver motion via a combination of local thermal gradients and

bimorph bending.13 For PTE, the maximum sub-resonance A
will occur when the cantilever is freely vibrating far from the

sample. For acoustic excitation with a piezoelectric actuator at

the cantilever base, there is near zero sub-resonance response

in free vibration and maximum response when in contact with

a stiff surface. Fig. 1(b) shows a comparison of A versus f for

PTE and acoustic excitation at the cantilever base where the

sub-resonance A has been maximized. Both acoustic excita-

tion and PTE exhibit a smooth cantilever response at low fre-

quencies; however, at f> 40 kHz, spurious resonances affect

the response of the acoustically driven system. The smooth

FIG. 1. (a) Photothermal excitation schematic and definition of variables for

force modulation microscopy model. (b) Comparison of free photothermal

frequency sweep and contact acoustic frequency sweep.a)Electronic mail: ryan.wagner@nist.gov
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frequency-dependent cantilever response from PTE makes its

application to FMM favorable.

PTE FMM experiments were undertaken on a suspended

(20 6 2) lm long, (800 6 100) nm wide, (200 6 50) nm thick

silicon microbridge14 with a commercial AFM (Cypher,20

Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). On the bridge, k
varies from �0.1 N/m to �1000 N/m. The value of k is inde-

pendent of f for f� 5 MHz, the first resonance frequency of

the bridge. The measurements were made with gold-coated

silicon cantilevers (NCLAu, Nanosensors, Switzerland) with

a nominal static bending stiffness kL¼ (40 6 10) N/m, nomi-

nal length L¼ (225 6 10) lm, and a nominal first free flex-

ural resonance frequency of f1,free¼ (150 6 20) kHz. The

actual value of kL for the specific cantilever used in each

experiment was determined with the corrected thermal

method.15 The wavelength of the AFM detection laser was

860 nm, with a spot size of �30 lm long and �15 lm wide.

The wavelength of the PTE drive laser (blueDrive, Asylum

Research, Santa Barbara, CA) was 405 nm with a spot diam-

eter of �5 lm. The PTE drive laser was supplied with an

oscillating power of 9 mW and a constant offset power of 10

mW. The positions of both the detection laser and the drive

laser on the cantilever were controlled electronically and

monitored optically.

Fig. 2(a) shows an AFM topography image of the silicon

microbridge, and Figs. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) show PTE FMM

maps of A with the drive laser positioned at x/L� 0.5 and the

detection laser positioned at x/L� 0.9, x/L� 0.2, and x/L
� 0.45, respectively. The variable x represents position along

the length of the cantilever measured from the cantilever

base. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), A varies monotonically as a

function of k. Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show an inversion of con-

trast, with A increasing towards the more compliant portion

of the bridge in Fig. 2(b) and decreasing in Fig. 2(c). In Fig.

2(d), the relationship between A and k is non-monotonic. For

acoustic FMM, A is expected to decrease on more compliant

sections of the sample and increase on stiffer sections. For a

force applied directly to the cantilever tip, A should increase

on compliant sections of the sample and decrease on stiffer

sections of the sample. For acoustic and tip-forced FMM,

these responses are independent of detector laser position

and described by the equations k=kL ¼ 1
Astiff=A�1

and k/kL

¼Afree/A� 1, respectively, where Astiff is the cantilever

vibration amplitude on an infinitely stiff sample, and Afree is

the free vibration amplitude of the cantilever.5,16 The de-

pendence of relative A contrast in PTE FMM on laser posi-

tioning indicates that classical FMM analysis fails to

describe PTE FMM. We hypothesize that this is because of

the location and distribution of force that PTE applies to the

cantilever.

Static beam theory predicts that a force applied to the

cantilever far below its first resonance will result in a quasi-

static vibration shape given by: EI @
4w
@x4 ¼ FðxÞ, where E is the

Young’s modulus of the cantilever, I is the moment of inertia

of the cantilever, w(x) is the displacement of the cantilever,

and F(x) is the force applied to the cantilever. Solutions of

this equation for a concentrated force applied at the tip of the

cantilever, a displacement at the base of the sample, or a dis-

placement at the base of the cantilever match exactly the

classic FMM configurations described above. For a force dis-

tributed along the length of the cantilever or a concentrated

moment applied to the cantilever, the cantilever response

deviates substantially from the classic FMM solution.

To investigate how forcing affects the quasi-static canti-

lever response, a recently developed vibrational-shape mea-

surement technique was utilized.17 By moving the position

of the cantilever tip along the microbridge, the evolution of

the shape versus k was observed. Vibrational shape measure-

ments were made at 60 positions along the microbridge.

While in contact with the sample surface, the deflection feed-

back loop was turned off and a feedback loop that adjusted

the Z-piezo voltage to keep the closed loop Z-sensor at a

fixed location was turned on. The Z-sensor setpoint was

adjusted during the experiment based on the characteristic

drift of the AFM system. In the case of acoustic excitation,

the rigid-body-motion of the freely vibrating cantilever

detected by the photodiode was subtracted from the meas-

ured signal to recover the vibration shape of the cantilever.

Fig. 3 shows quasi-static vibration shapes at f/f1,free¼ 0.1

for acoustic excitation at the base of the cantilever and for

PTE with the drive laser positioned at x/L� 0.1 and x/L
� 0.5. Each column in each subfigure in Fig. 3 represents a

normalized A shape. At each bridge position, the maximum

A along the length of the cantilever has been normalized to

one. For acoustic excitation shown in Fig. 3(c), the quasi-

static cantilever vibration shape is independent of bridge

position. For the two PTE cases in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the

quasi-static cantilever vibration shape depends on bridge

position and the location of the drive laser. A consequence

of the changing vibrational shape with bridge position, and

hence k, is that the optical lever sensitivity and the dynamic

stiffness of the cantilever change.

The cantilever vibration shape measurement in Fig. 3(b)

allows interpretation of the contrast observed in the PTE

FMM A maps in Fig. 2. When the detection laser is at x/L
� 0.9, larger A is observed near the center of the bridge.

FIG. 2. (a) AFM topography image of microbridge test structure. xb denotes

position along the length of the bridge. (b), (c), and (d) are photothermal

force modulation amplitude (photodiode voltage) maps of the microbridge

taken at f/f1,free¼ 0.1 with the drive laser at x/L� 0.5 and the detection laser

at x/L� 0.9, x/L� 0.2, and x/L� 0.45.
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When the detection laser is at x/L� 0.2, larger A is observed

near the edge of the bridge. When the detection laser is at x/L
� 0.45, a local minimum in A is crossed at xb¼ 3 lm and

xb¼ 17 lm. These observations correspond with the contrast

observed in Fig. 2(b), demonstrating it is possible to get

rank-order k contrast in PTE FMM by careful positioning of

the detection and drive lasers to ensure a monotonic A
response versus k.

To quantitatively relate A to k, PTE FMM requires

reconsideration of the FMM governing equations. Consider a

quasi-statically vibrating cantilever with two sets of bound-

ary conditions (BCs). In one case, the cantilever is freely

vibrating, and in the other case, the cantilever is in contact

with a spring of stiffness k at x¼ L, as shown in Fig. 1(a). If

F(x) is the same in both the freely vibrating and contact case,

beam theory gives

EI
@4wc

@x4
¼ EI

@4wf

@x4
¼ F xð Þ; (1)

where wc(x) is the displacement of the cantilever while

vibrating in contact with the surface and wf(x) is the dis-

placement of the cantilever while freely vibrating. The BCs

associated with Eq. (1) are: wfð0Þ ¼ 0; @wf

@x jx¼0 ¼ 0; @
2wf

@x2 jx¼L

¼ 0; @
3wf

@x3 jx¼L ¼ 0; wcð0Þ ¼ 0; @wc

@x jx¼0 ¼ 0; @
2wc

@x2 jx¼L ¼ 0, and

EI @
3wc

@x3 jx¼L ¼ kwcðLÞ. Replacing EI with kLL3/3, integrating

Eq. (1) four times, and inserting BCs as appropriate results

in the expression

k

kL
¼

ðL

0

@wf

@x
dx

ðL

0

@wc

@x
dx

� 1: (2)

Replacing @w
@x with A(x)cos(P(x)) in Eq. (2), where P(x) is the

phase of cantilever oscillation, allows us to convert Fig. 3

into k values.

One additional integration of Eq. (2) leads to a result in

terms of displacement that is identical to the classical tip-

forced FMM solution. In classic FMM, the displacement can

be determined by the standard calibration approach based on

the known displacement of the Z-piezo.1 For PTE-FMM, the

cantilever deflection shape during such a calibration is not

representative of the cantilever vibrational shape, and thus,

the standard calibration is not applicable. Eq. (2) does not

require a calibration factor because the optical lever system

employed on most AFM systems is a slope sensitive detec-

tor, and Eq. (2) is expressed in terms of a ratio of slopes.

Values of k predicted by Eq. (2) are shown in Figs. 4(a)

and 4(b) for PTE FMM with the drive laser located at x/L
� 0.1 and x/L� 0.5. A shape-based FMM analysis has been

applied to acoustic excitation in Fig. 4(c). Between f/f1,free

¼ 0.02 and f/f1,free¼ 0.1 and for k/kL< 10, the average over

xb of k varies by less than 21% with respect to f for base

excited PTE, 9% for center excited PTE, and 9% for acoustic

excitation. This result illustrates the broadband potential of

the PTE FMM technique. Above f/f1,free¼ 0.1, inertial effects

due to resonance become significant, and a quasi-static anal-

ysis becomes invalid. Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) show line profiles

taken from Figs. 4(a) to 4(c) at f/f1,free¼ 0.1. The line profiles

show good agreement between different excitation types

across most of the bridge; however, drift during the experi-

ment makes absolute comparisons at a given bridge location

difficult.

To address drift, Fig. 4(f) compares k determined with

the shape-based FMM analysis to the stiffness kCR simulta-

neously determined by contact resonance (CR) force micros-

copy.18 Up to k/kL¼ 10, k and kCR agree to within a factor of

2. Agreement could likely be improved with a more sophisti-

cated beam model; however, the kCR values still serve the

purpose of normalizing the FMM data for comparison

between excitation methods. A log weighted equivalence

analysis (two one-sided t-test) with a significant difference

of 20% applied to the ratio of k/kCR shows that the shape-

based analysis gives equivalent results (p¼ 0.008) for the

different excitation types up to k/kL¼ 10.

Combining photothermal excitation with force modula-

tion microscopy provides a pathway for broadband nanome-

chanical property measurements. The technique has been

tested in the frequency insensitive bandwidth of a microbridge

structure. The developed method can be applied to visco-

elastic frequency dependent materials; however, interpretation

FIG. 3. Quasi-static cantilever amplitude vibration shape at f/f1,free¼ 0.1 on the suspended bridge structure. (a) and (b) Results for photothermal excitation

(PTE) with the drive laser positioned at x/L� 0.1 and x/L� 0.5, respectively. (c) Result for acoustic excitation applied at the base of the cantilever. For each

xb, the amplitude is normalized such that the maximum value is one. The line at the top of each subfigure shows this normalization parameter.
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of those results may require consideration of additional

effects such as tip-sample creep and differences in environ-

mental damping between free and surface-coupled cantilever

configurations. With the smoothly varying transfer function

of PTE, the measurement frequency range can be increased

by increasing the resonance frequency of the cantilever.19

This is not an option with acoustic excitation due to spurious

vibrations. PTE FMM can produce rank-order amplitude ver-

sus stiffness contrast with careful placement of the excitation

and detection lasers. Quantitative measurements of stiffness

require that the vibrational shape of the photothermally

excited cantilever be taken into account. Here, we have dem-

onstrated this shape-based correction on a suspended bridge

structure, enabling quantitative PTE FMM.
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FIG. 4. Shape-based force modulation microscopy results on the microbridge sample. (a) Photothermal excitation (PTE) with the drive laser at x/L� 0.1. (b)

PTE with the drive laser at x/L� 0.5. (c) Acoustic excitation applied at the base of the cantilever. (d) Selected line profiles versus drive frequency. (e) Selected

line profiles along the length of the cantilever. (f) Comparison of contact stiffness determined by FMM to contact stiffness determined by contact resonance

force microscopy.
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